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The Sounds, Sights and Smells of Asia 



The Tropics 

 

To the North lies Cancer, and to the South Capricorn 

In between is the Tropics Zone, very moist and very warm 

Beauty and tranquility are its traits, each giving rise to paradise 

Golden Beaches and lazy Palms swaying in the breezes, to be precise 

Rain Forests thick and lush, enhanced by a climate that is so calm 

Bearing witness to that fragrant tropical charm 

Dangers lurk within the zone, spiders, snakes and sharks to name a few 

Lurking in thick Forests, and in Seas that are warm and deep, and so very blue 

 

Sweat and heat are the norm, each causing frequent plight 

Caused by Mosquitoes swarming in their flight, especially during night 

Still holiday destinations amongst this beauty, many to be found 

Resorts, retreats and hideaways do abound 

Constant sunshine and clear blue skies create a yearn 

But alas do beware, of sunstroke and sunburn, both lessons one must learn 

Balmy nights and sweet odors do abound, and placid conditions enhance the dawn 

All best experienced with a full glass or jar, to spirit on a relaxing yawn 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Demise of a Ship 

Twenty plus years is the usual term 

From launch till breaker’s torch doth burn 

She trades the world with glory and pride 

Giving cargoes and passengers a good safe ride 

From time to time she suffers breakdowns and ridicule 

But in general, reliable service has been the rule 

Her global voyages ranged far and wide, the oceans she did maunder 

From the ice of the North to the distant down under 

Smooth and rough sea alike, with the occasional storm 

Her weathering them all, is just the norm 

As the years pass, passengers and cargo come and go from time to time 

All  in their own way, contributing to her progressive decline. 

The day arrives when she is too old, and therefore must be sold 

Her future lies with a decision made most bold 

Scrap yards vie for her steel plates to plunder 

To cut and melt at an alarming rate, to cast asunder 

Sadly, a pending demolition does therefore loom 

For which continued trading has no room 

Her final days approach with remorse and gloom 

For she will go to the breakers now very soon 

Her faults and flaws no longer matter 

Now all is forgiven, amongst the Scrap yard clatter 

Her demise is near, so sadly the case 

The breakers torch works at a rapid pace, mournfully without any deserving grace. 



The Captain’s Lot 

Head seas surge into the Bow 

Pitching and Pounding as we plough 

Swells on the Beam are often seen 

Rolling endlessly just like in a dream 

Crests and Troughs make up the deep 

None of which helps getting to sleep 

Pooping is to be avoided from the stern 

A hard lesson all mariners must not fail to learn 

Fog, Mist, Haze or Rain are often in play 

The ship must sail and not delay 

A distant Lighthouse warns of imminent dangers, one may encounter 

Whilst Beacons guide the right of way, to satisfy any doubter 

Passages and channels are used a lot 

So, proceed cautiously and reduce the knot 

Safe passage of Ship and Crew must prevail, in fact, and as a matter of routine 

Red to Red and Green to Green, so move ahead safely, the way it’s always been  

Captains must always be ever alert and aware when at sea 

For second chances may not there always be 

Trust the Captain when danger lurks 

For he is the one that all exerts 

Fame and fortune he may justly claim 

As he sails the oceans which is his domain 

Safety and avoiding danger to all, is his sole aim 

That is why he is called Captain, by name 



Strike Eight Bells for Morning Watch 

 

So deep in slumber but startled by a knock on my cabin door, my eyes do open but so reluctantly 

Good Morning mister Mate, it’s a quarter to four, says he bearing a large mug of tea 

I force myself out of my bunk, wash and prepare for another sea watch and the day ahead 

Eight Bells quietly strike as I arrive on the Bridge to take the con, still sleepy from my warm bed 

Soon the sea air and hot tea makes its mark, and I am fully awake just like the morning Lark 

I check the chart and scan the horizon, only lightening skies where the Sun will appear in a minute of 

arc 

Movement on deck as the Chippy sounds around, the Bosun arrives for daily jobs, eager and wide 

awake  

The stars and horizon are still visible all about, so a morning sight I do take, for a navigator must 

partake 

Soon thereafter the heavens start to glow, as the Sun creeps aloft very slow, its rays start to abound 

The sea is blue and calm, the light does glint on the mini wavelets that surround, without any sound 

Position plotted and log I diligently write, then move to the bridge wing to enjoy the morning breeze 

By now the bell strikes four, only two hours more, time passes quickly whilst lost in thought and at 

ease 

The wafting smells of breakfast do emerge from the galley below, hunger pains starting to grow 

The ship comes alive like a floating city, one day less until payoff , the calendar is marked thus to show 

Our Captain arrives on the Bridge with coffee in hand, to check our progress and for a morning smoke 

He mutters a few words about the ship, comments on the weather then leaves whilst cracking a funny 

joke 

Eight Bells sound loud and clear, my relief must by now be very near, young and sprightly he does 

appear 

We chat a while then I go below for breakfast and prepare the day’s work ahead, a routine to which I 

must adhere      

  



 Nostalgia 

 

Whether a dreamer, thinker or speculative philosopher, they all encounter periods of nostalgia 

Life is dull and meaningless without times set aside, to open memories like an encyclopedia 

Echoes of the past feature boldly, when lapsed into deep thoughts of mementos and reminiscence 

So many souvenirs of bygone years do I keep within my heart, to act as a reminder and remembrance 

Recollections run deep when triggered by sight, smell or sound, all of which cause memories to 

abound 

Without such thoughts and reminders, life’s path would be tedious, if not otherwise to rebound 

To each and every one of us, the ability to recall our past, would mean an uninspiring life would be 

cast 

To live our life to the full and retain feelings of sentimental yearning of the past, then nostalgia must 

last 

 

Nostalgia looms mostly when feeling down and out, so propound a memory of what past life was 

about 

Think in terms of positive vibes, when one relives times long past, for you will find a happy time out 

Rejoice with laughter and delight when the past looms clear, jovial sentiments you can embrace 

Treasure long past memories only masked, until asked to reemerge, in a flurry and never to erase 

True nostalgia sometimes arrives unexpectedly, then grows into a feeling mainly of joy and gaiety 

Do not try to suppress from your mind the memories of life’s long past, for they are there for all 

eternity 

It makes for fond moments day or night, to connect with past events, after all it is for free 

Remember therefore rare moments of geniality, called nostalgia, rejoice and let it be. 

 

 

 



Yau Ma Tei 

 

Yau Ma Tei is an anchorage, west of Kowloon where it be 

Ships galore of every type and size, swinging on their hooks to wind and sea 

Some work cargo to a Junk or barge, but most lay idle by enlarge 

Crowding is often the case, so some must wait to load or discharge 

Launches and ferries run here and there, like clockwork, always on time 

Some are small and some are large, but all run well, just as if in their prime 

 

A busy place is Yau Ma Tei, and close to the shore it surely be  

A run ashore to a Bar or Club, seeking entertainment, makes for a great liberty 

A short or long stay it does not matter, sailors always make time for that prized visit ashore 

Where women and booze are often the main draw, and which so many sailors do openly adore 

But fun apart work must continue, not withstanding, this convenient location 

For our ship did not this Port call, only for the crew’s benefit, and Salvation 

 

The Master warns against woman and getting drunk, but it’s the only alternative to a lonely bunk 

A night of lust is craved by many, costly if partook, leaving money all gone, or at best shrunk 

We awake hungover feeling wretched and forlorn, broke again, but need to start another working day 

But soon shake it off and start to graft, for fear if we do not, we will be docked our hard-earned pay 

Yau Ma Tei is a playground for all, the meekest and the bold, it does not matter if you be young or old 

Be aware dangers lurk ashore, for ladies of the night are apt to dupe, disguised as fountains of Gold      

 

 

 


